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Emerging Biotechnologies: The Promise...



Emerging Biotechnologies: The Peril…



But what about the ethical issues?
Is biotechnology “playing God”?
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Overarching Considerations

 How to anticipate emerging biotechnologies that 
will create policy/safety/ethical/security 
challenges?

 How to develop a flexible/dynamic oversight 
framework that evolves with the biotechnology?

 When has an emerging biotechnology emerged?
 How do you keep the focus on the applications

of the biotechnology, vs. biotechnology itself?
 And… how do you do this in the real world?



What’s Past is Prologue: 
Lessons from Past Approaches to 

Emerging Biotechnologies, Through Today



Lessons From The Past… 
Recombinant DNA and Asilomar

The NIH Guidelines The Recombinant DNA Advisory 
Committee (RAC)



Human Gene Therapy

 1989: First gene transfer protocol reviewed by the RAC 
and approved by NIH Director

 1997: NIH Director no longer approves protocols to 
eliminate duplication with FDA regulatory authority; 
RAC role continues for in-depth review and public 
discussion

 2002: NIH harmonizes serious adverse event 
requirements with FDA regulations

 2016: NIH implements IOM recommendations to limit 
RAC review to novel and exceptional individual 
protocols 

 2019: Streamlining of oversight framework



We’ve Come a Long Way …
Current State of Human Gene Therapy (HGT) Oversight



Emerging Biotechnologies of Today
What technologies (and applications) 

are we talking about?



Gene Editing Technologies

Technologies 
• ZFNs • Meganucleases • TALENs •

• CRISPR-Cas9 • Prime Editing •

Gene Editing ≠ CRISPR ≠ Heritable Gene Editing

Applications
• Research Tool • Somatic Gene Therapy • Heritable Gene Editing•                          

Organism Creation/Modification (plants, insects, animal models of disease) •             
• Antimicrobials • Gene Drives •

Different applications present different risks… 



Human Gene Editing

Somatic cell gene editing
 Raises similar safety and ethical issues as earlier HGT approaches
 Well-established oversight framework 
 NIH supports research and many initiatives



Human Gene Editing

Heritable gene editing
 NIH does not fund any use of gene 

editing technology in human embryos
 Safety – risk of unintended mutations
 Medical – are there needs that only 

heritable gene editing could meet?
 Societal, ethical, moral issues: consent, 

justice/equity, philosophical, theological
 Global challenge for governance                                          

and oversight



Neurotechnologies

“Although brain research entails ethical issues that 
are common to other areas of biomedical science, it 
entails special ethical considerations as well. 
Because the brain gives rise to consciousness, our 
innermost thoughts and our most basic human 
needs, mechanistic studies of the brain have 
already resulted in new social and ethical 
questions.”

– Authors of BRAIN 2025



NIH and the U.S. BRAIN Initiative
 2014: BRAIN 2025

 2019 mid-course review
 BRAIN Initiative 2.0: From Cells to Circuits, Toward Cures

 BRAIN Initiative and Neuroethics: Enabling and 
Enhancing Neuroscience Advances for Society



Human neuroscience in BRAIN

BRAIN investigators are conducting in vivo neuroscience research with patients 
undergoing neurosurgery for clinical indications. This research offers no benefit to the 

patients but can provide extraordinary insight into how the human brain works.






BRAIN–Neuroethics
NIH BRAIN Initiative’s Neuroethics Working Group (NEWG)
 Identify & navigate neuroethical challenges 
 Identify neuroethics research questions for further research inquiry

Workshops:
 Research with Human Neural Tissue (March 2018)
 Research with Invasive & Non-Invasive Neural Devices in Humans (October 2017)

ACD Neuroethics Subgroup:
 2019 Neuroethics Roadmap

Additional neuroethics efforts coordinated with 
neuroscience initiatives across the globe!



RAC          NExTRAC
How does this committee fit in?



Evolution of the RAC

 For over 40 years, the RAC has evolved to 
address issues associated with scientific 
advances 
– Recombinant DNA in 1970s
– HGT in 1990s

 2019 Evolution
– Return to focus on the research involving the 

emerging biotechnologies (of today)



Introducing the NExTRAC: Novel and Exceptional 
Technology and Research Advisory Committee

 Focus on scientific, safety, and ethical issues 
associated with emerging biotechnologies
– E.g., gene editing, gene drives, synthetic biology, 

neurotechnology 
– Cutting edge clinical applications?

 Continue roles as
– Public forum for transparent discourse on challenging issues
– Source of advice to NIH Director
– Resource for scientific community and public



We must never allow our technology                                  
to eclipse  our humanity.



NIH…Turning Discovery Into Health

directorsblog.nih.gov
www.nih.gov/hope

@NIHDirector
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